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Abstract
Godwin, Crystal Godwin. MSGP. The University of Memphis. May 2011. Does verbal
irony affect the perceived credibility of Web pages? Major Professor: Roger J. Kreuz
To date, there has been no research on the negative effects of using irony on the Web.
This research explores the effect of irony on the perceived credibility of education, government,
blog, and microblogging Web sites. In Experiment 1, government and educational Web sites were
shown to have high perceptions of credibility, and low perceptions of irony. In contrast, blogs and
microblogs were shown to have low perceptions of credibility, and high perceptions of irony. Past
research suggests that users should not be able to recognize irony on education or government
Web sites, because the site itself is not ironic. However, Experiment 3 showed that irony was
recognized on all sites. This recognized irony lowers the perceived credibility of education and
government Web sites. Contrary to predictions, the blog and microblogging sites that do not
incorporate irony did not have higher ratings of credibility.
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Does verbal irony affect the perceived credibility of Web pages?
This study seeks to explore the relationship between irony, sarcasm, and
credibility. A void exists concerning the perceived credibility of Web sites as affected by
the use of irony and sarcasm. There is a weak relationship between the two concepts
through the credibility of teachers who use sarcasm (Kearney, Plax, & Allen, 2002).
Verbal irony and sarcasm will be described through definitions, theories, cues and goals.
Credibility exists as a separate phenomenon from irony and sarcasm. Credibility will be
explored through definition, and the types of credibility that exist. Each of these concepts
will be explored through the context of computer-mediated communication (CMC), or on
the computer and through the Internet. Computers have become common in modern
households, while the Internet provides access to Web sites through computers, cell
phones, iPods, and gaming systems. Companies, or any group, are forced to define
themselves by the perception they give through their Web site. Therefore, the credibility
of that site is of utmost importance. These relationships will be explored through
crowdsourcing, using Amazon‘s Mechanical Turk.
Verbal Irony
Definition
Verbal irony is a statement that does not state the truth, often in an expression of
the opposite of the speaker‘s true intent. The listener must be able to interpret the
speaker‘s true intent in order to recognize the statement as ironic (Rockwell, 2000). Most
often, verbal irony is a device that changes the emotional state of a situation through
contrary statements (Kreuz & Caucci, 2009). When studying a complicated issue, a
quote from Groucho Marx, such as ―a child of five could understand this. Fetch me a
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child of five‖ would provide relief. The most common form of verbal irony, however, is
the use of sarcasm (Rockwell, 2000). In this manner, irony is the overarching concept
while sarcasm exists as a type of irony. Rockwell also states that sarcasm involves a
negative remark in the guise of a positive statement, with the intention of inflicting pain.
The inability to understand an ironic comment can lead to miscommunication of
potentially important social information (Gibbs & Colston, 2001).
According to self reports, men are more likely to employ sarcasm. Men are more
likely to use sarcasm with friends and to perceive humor in sarcasm use (Ivanko,
Pexman, & Olineck, 2004). Research also indicates that males are twice as likely to make
a sarcastic remark as females (Colston & Lee, 2004). In addition, Colston and Lee also
found males will more readily interpret a comment as sarcastic if the intention is indirect.
This phenomenon could be attributed to the aggressive nature of sarcasm, where sarcasm
is interpreted as more aggressive than literal comments according to Colston and Lee.
Counterfactual irony exists in two forms: the ironic compliment and the ironic
criticism. An ironic compliment is a negative statement intended to be inferred as a
positive compliment, such as ―what a horrible day!,‖ when the weather is actually
pleasant. An ironic criticism is a positive statement intended to be inferred as a negative
criticism, such as ―this is a beautiful day!,‖ when the rain is pouring (Dews, Kaplan, &
Winner, 1995; Pexman & Glenwright, 2007). Research indicates that ironic criticisms are
more sarcastic than ironic compliments (Kreuz & Link, 2002). Ironic criticisms follow
the social norm to relate positive information, hiding the negative intention (Pexman &
Olineck, 2002). In an ironic criticism, listeners recognize a negative intent buffered by a
positive comment. Ironic criticisms are perceived as more polite than a literal criticism
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(Pexman & Olineck, 2002). Listeners have more difficulty perceiving ironic criticism
compared to ironic compliments. A developmental progression of processes accounts for
the deficits of verbal irony comprehension. In the first process, detection, the listener
must be able to detect whether or not the speaker is being literal. In the second process,
inference, the listener must be able to infer the reason of the statement (Pexman &
Olineck, 2002).
Theories
Verbal irony has been described through such theories as Allusional Pretense
theory, Implicit Display theory, Echoic Reminder theory, and the Graded Salience
Hypothesis. The Allusional Pretense states that verbal irony is the result of a violated
norm, expectation, prediction or preference (Kumon-Nakamura, Glucksburg, & Brown,
1995). Pragmatic insincerity is also a crucial component of irony; the speaker must make
a counterfactual statement, the opposite of what they really mean. Neither component is
sufficient by itself. These components must occur together in order for an irony to be
perceived. The purpose of ironic expressions is to communicate attitude rather than
content (Kumon-Nakamura et al., 1995). Since all ironic statements are insincere, the
content can be accepted as false. Stating the obvious has no real purpose. Therefore, the
only logical inference is that the attitude expressed is the most important component of
the ironic utterance.
Verbal Irony is a figure of speech that is interpreted through echoic mention
pretense and ironic tone of voice (Kreuz & Glucksburg, 1989). Ironic utterances cannot
be completely distinguished from non-ironic utterances because irony is an implicit
expression, not explicit. Also, ironic speech does not have specific criteria in order to be
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labeled ironic. Utsumi (2000) proposed the Implicit Display Theory in which verbal irony
must be observed in three parts. First an ironic environment must exist, as irony does not
translate across settings. An ironic environment is formed from a failed expatiation
resulting in a negative emotional attitude. Utsumi insinuates that all ironic statements
stem from negative emotions. Second, the ironic comment must implicitly display the
environment. Ironic comments are never explicitly stated, where the speaker first informs
the listener that the comment will be ironic. The speaker will allude to a failed
expectation through pragmatic insincerity and indirect expression of the negative attitude.
Third, verbal irony is a prototype-based category, where the more characteristics of
implicit display that exist, the more ironic the statement will be perceived. Utsumi
provides the following example: ―A mother asked her son to clean up his messy room,
but he was lost in a comic book. After a while, she discovered that his room was still
messy, and said to her son ‗this room is totally clean!‘‖ (Utsumi, 2000, p. 1779). Without
the ironic environment of the messy room, the mother‘s statement would not be
interpreted as ironic. In addition, the mother expected her son to clean his room. When he
did not, a failed expectation provided the necessary components for irony to occur. If the
son had partially cleaned his room, the situation would not be as ironic. The son would
think his mother really thought his room was clean, while the mother would still be
disappointed in the messy state of her son‘s room, creating a miscommunication. Irony is
distinguished from non-irony through two conditions: implicit display and ironic
environment. If the comment meets both conditions, then the situation is ironic; if it does
not, the situation is nonironic. In addition, the first condition must be met in order to
check for the second. Implicit display is achieved through a high degree of ironicalness.
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The degree of ironicalness is made up of five factors: allusion, pragmatic insincerity,
indirect expression, context-independent desirability, and manifests of the speaker‘s
expectation which motivates irony. The ironic environment is measured by observing
how implicit display was achieved.
Giora‘s graded salience hypothesis states that the most salient meaning of an
utterance is processed first, creating a high risk for misinterpretation (Giora, 1997). A
salient meaning is defined by conventiality, frequency, and status in context. According
to Giora it should not matter if the statement is figurative or literal. Only the salience of
the statement matters. If the statement ―what wonderful weather we‘re having!‖ is made
during a thunder storm, the most salient meaning is indeed ironic. But if the statement
―what a beautiful dress!‖ is made about a dress that the wearer thinks is beautiful, and the
perceiver thinks is ugly, each person processes a different salient meaning, where one is
literal (positive) and one is ironic (negative). This can create a miscommunication
between the speaker and the listener.
Cues
Ironic statements can also be recognized by semantic and syntactic cues. Ironic
statements tend to use hyperbole, understatement, rhetorical questions, and jocularity. In
fact, some 21% of all ironic statements can be identified through the use of hyperbole
(Gibbs, 2000). In addition, ironic statements are most often employed when describing
some past event. Ironic statements set in future tense have the greatest chance of being
misunderstood. When this chance of misunderstanding is increased, sarcasm is marked to
reduce miscommunication. In text, sarcasm may be marked by a direct ―said
sarcastically.‖ Verbally, sarcasm could be noted through tone of voice, pauses, or
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inflections. Visually, sarcasm can be marked through body movements such as eye
rolling or body language (Riordan, 2008).
Discourse Goals
Irony has been weaved through the history and culture of society to create a
permanent presence within our language. Although irony is accepted as a common tool in
communication, there exists a disconnect in understanding and the use of irony. There
are many reasons to use verbal irony. Roberts and Kreuz (1994) created a goal taxonomy
of verbal irony. In this empirical study, the authors found humor to be the most cited
reason for employing verbal irony. Kreuz and Caucci (2009) reported six reasons
participants gave for using verbal irony: to be polite, to be humorous, to express negative
emotion, to criticize, to persuade, or to increase cohesiveness and create exclusiveness.
While these goals of communication are interrelated, they are also contradictory. The
goal is dependent on the speaker and the situation (Kreuz & Caucci, 2009).
Humor
Humor and teasing are most often cited as the purposes of verbal irony (Pexman,
Glenwright, James, & Krol, 2005; Roberts & Kreuz, 1994). According to Matthews,
Hancock, and Dunham (2006), humor plays a significant role in the decision to use irony.
Compared to literal comments, irony is often interpreted as funnier and more playful.
Ironic and sarcastic speakers are often viewed as interjecting humor into a social
situation. These ironic remarks indirectly relate a speaker‘s attitude, most often through
ironic criticisms. Termed the muting function, ironic criticisms relate a speaker‘s intent
via a method that is less mean and funnier than its literal counterpart (Harris & Pexman,
2003). This method mutes, or buffers, the negative impact of the remark (Dews et al.,
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1995; Pexman & Olineck, 2009). However, there is also a risk for miscommunication,
and a failed attempt at humor. Humor is a subjective notion. If a joke is made with a
positive inference concerning a topic that the listener likes, the remark is humorous.
However, if a joke is made with a negative inference concerning a topic the listener
dislikes, the remark is also humorous. A cross between the two would result in a nonhumorous remark that is most likely insulting. Let us take the following example,
―Professor X is the best professor in the world.‖ The statement is hyperbolic, and
commonly associated with sarcasm. In order to fully understand if the statement is ironic
or literal, the perceptions of the speaker and the receiver must be known. If one likes the
professor, and the other dislikes him or her, a miscommunication has occurred, which is
insulting to the professor and the student with a positive perception. If both the speaker
and the receiver have a negative perception, they are enjoying a humorous comment at
the professor‘s expense.
Politeness
Ironic comments allow the speaker to express a negative connotation under the
ruse of a face-saving strategy (Barbe, 1995; Brown & Levinson, 1987; Ivanko et al.,
2004). Irony can blunt the effects of criticisms, or disguise the actual meaning of a
negative comment (Dews & Winner, 1995; Ivanko et al., 2004). Similarly, irony is also
used for embarrassment diffusion (Ivanko et al., 2004), such as referring to a clumsy
person as ―Grace.‖ Similar to muting negative comments, embarrassment diffusion mutes
a positive situation (Dews et al., 1995). The speaker uses this method in order to be
modest and gloss over accomplishments. Other research indicates it is never polite to use
irony (Matthews et al., 2006). The authors found that when given a choice between
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ironic, literal, and no response, it is more polite to say nothing at all compared to an
ironic comment. Regional differences may account for some disparity of polite and
impolite perceptions of ironic comments (Dress, Kreuz, Link, & Caucci, 2008). It was
found that participants in northern areas of the United States found sarcasm to be less
negative and more humorous than their southern counterparts.
Risks and Rewards
Email, instant messaging, and social networks are expanding the available
situations for sarcasm use (Kreuz & Caucci, 2009). People are cued in by exaggeration
and lexical factors, such as adjective-adverb collocations, and interjections. CMC has a
high risk of miscommunication (Whalen, Pexman, & Gill, 2009). There is an absence of
certain cues in CMC settings, such as paralinguistic cues through facial expression and
tone of voice. Miscommunication may distance speakers from listeners (Gibbs &
Colston, 2001). In addition, Gibbs and Colston report that miscommunication leads to
negative inferences and hostile perceptions that may damage relationships. Conversely,
the authors note, if ironic communications take place successfully, irony may bond
speakers and listeners by going off record. For example, when asked if a particular dress
is pretty, the reply is ―that dress is absolutely beautiful,‖ even though the speaker thinks
the dress to be quite ugly. When the sarcasm is not perceived, the speaker has gone off
record to say that the dress is ugly while preserving the feelings of the person with the
dress.
Computer Mediated Communication
Irony, as previously discussed, occurs in face to face formats. Traditionally,
speakers engaging in irony were interacting with their listeners in a real-time, shared
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physical environment. However, with modern technology, a face to face (FtF)
environment is not necessary in order to relay information. Advances in technology are
decreasing the use of FtF conversation. Today, conversations can take place in text
messages, on networking sites, email, and instant messaging. Computer-mediated
communication (CMC) has become a popular method of conversation through the
Internet (Riva, 2002). Some 95% of all electronic-mail involves nonliteral statements
(Whalen et al., 2009). Some examples from Whalen et al.‘s participants include ―I should
also get the coat hooks up this weekend if I can borrow the drill, and not burst any pipes
or anything… piece of cake‖ and ―Work will no doubt be as joyful as ever‖ (p. 279).
CMC allows for ―editing, discretion, and convenience‖ (Walther, 2007, p. 2539). In other
words, speakers are able to change a statement in order to portray themselves in the
manner they wish to achieve. Another advantage to CMC mentioned by Walther is the
choice of environment. Users of CMC are able to choose their environment, and therefore
filter environmental distractions. By filtering out distractions, speakers are able to funnel
cognitive resources to creating a message in a particular manner. However, Riva (2002)
found CMC settings have limitations. There are four theories to explain the constrictions
on CMC settings.
Social Presence Theory states that an absence of linguistic and paralinguistic cues
in CMC creates a high risk for misinterpretation (Short, Williams, & Christie, 1976). The
authors also note that speakers would be able to communicate with less error in FtF
communication. Cues such as eye contact, gaze direction, facial movements, intonations,
yawns, pauses, distance from speaker, and tone of voice are missing (Kreuz, 1996). In
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CMC these cues are all removed, and the listener can only see the typed words that the
speaker chooses to employ.
Credibility
Merriam-Webster (2010), Princeton WordNet (The Trustees at Princeton
University, 2010) , and Dictionary.com (2010) definitions of credibility all include a
component of belief. The evaluator must believe the statement or information in order for
it to be credible. The credible statement must also be perceived credible by numerous
people over some period of time. In psychology, credibility is also commonly defined in
terms of belief and trust. A study by Flanagin and Metzger (2000) revealed that
credibility involves belief, accuracy, trust, bias, and completeness. Another key
component of credibility is perception and expertise (Flanagin & Metzger, 2007;
Hovland, Janis, & Kelley, 1953). Credibility cannot be measured objectively; it can only
be measured by the judgment of receivers of information (Flanagin & Metzger, 2007).
Those who use the Internet more frequently are able to assess the credibility of sites
better than those who do not (Flanagin & Metzger, 2000). Familiarity is not the only
enhancer to credibility perception; users are affected by preferences that drive motivation
and orientation (Eagly, Wood, & Chaiken, 1981). In addition, it was found that the
sponsors who advertise on a Web site also contribute to the credibility of a site: the more
credible the advertiser, the more credible the site. Conversely, the Internet is less
credible than traditional sources such as books or journal articles (Flanagin & Metzger,
2007). The Web is constantly available for edit, with changing information, but not held
up to the scrutiny of peer review.
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The Internet is not under peer review, and computer users often turn to their peers
for their assistance in judging the credibility of a site (Metzger, Flanagin, & Medders,
2010). The Social Identification/Deindividuation Model by Walther also suggests that
interpersonal impressions are based on group impression and not interpersonal reactions
(Walther, 2006). In other words, people gravitate towards group identity over individual
choices. An individual may start out indifferent to a given subject, but gravitate towards
positive or negative poles because the majority of their associates reside there in groups.
Metzger and her associates demonstrated that people turn to social networks and other
online networking groups in order to find assistance in the assessment of a Web site
instead of relying on experts in a field of study. Therefore, the perception of a Web site
may be formed through a group bias rather than personal experience.
The Internet has many different types of Web sites. Social networks, blogs, and
Microblogs sites provide entertainment while government, education, and news sites
provide facts and information. The type of site being evaluated determines the amount of
credibility that may be perceived (Flanagin & Metzger, 2000). According to Flanagin and
Metzger (2000), news and reference sites are more credible than sites meant for
entertainment or commercial purposes. Commercials, however, have very low levels of
credibility. Therefore, the expectations or biases those users have when they first
encounter a site may affect the perceived credibility according to genre (Eagly et al.,
1981). The authors note that users have expectations about Web pages based on genre
before they read them.
There are three types of credibility: message, site, and sponsor (Flanagin &
Metzger, 2000). Message credibility relates to information, which must be accurate. Site
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credibility relates to the long-term perception of a site‘s accuracy and type of
information. Site credibility must also incorporate visual stimuli and interaction. Sponsor
credibility refers to the sponsor associated with a certain site, which can be affected by a
perceiver‘s previous interactions with the sponsor or the sponsor‘s reputation. The
primary concentration of this paper will be site credibility, as it relates to a site‘s
reputation and perception based on name.
Premessage expectancy is the bias that users have before they receive information
(Eagly, 1981). Users combine their situation and the communication medium in order to
form these premessage expectancies. Before the medium is even broached, a user has
already developed preconceived notions about the medium‘s message. For example, a
user may read a magazine for entertainment news and a newspaper for political or
financial news. Users know which medium provides the type of information they are
seeking.
Sarcasm and Credibility
There is a limited research base on the interaction of sarcasm and credibility.
Research by Kearney, Plax, and Ivey (2002) investigated students‘ perceptions of
teachers who ―misbehave‖ through the use of sarcasm. Two hundred and fifty students
provided more than 2000 descriptions that fit into 28 categories, where sarcasm was the
most frequent citation of teacher misbehavior. These categories are divided into three
dimensions: incompetent, offensive and indolent. Sarcasm is an offensive behavior,
which is described as ―mean, cruel and ugly‖ (Kearney et al., 2002, p. 129). These
students described sarcasm as a rude behavior that ―makes fun of and humiliates students,
picks on students, and/or insults and embarrasses students‖ (p. 130). A teacher who is
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perceived as sarcastic by students is also perceived as less credible than teachers who are
not. A credible teacher is competent and trustworthy.
Crowdsourcing
In order to obtain subjects for any study, the potential participant must be
motivated to participate. In traditional university settings, students are coerced through
the use of class participation points. Professors want to expose undergraduates to the field
of human subject testing. However, this creates a population of participants aged in their
20s. In psychology, the participants are also skewed female. Therefore the population
that can be generalized to is relatively small, especially when coupled with a particular
geographical region. Crowdsourcing allows for the potential of geographically varied
participants. Recent studies demonstrate that there is no statistical differences between
the responses of crowdsourced participants and undergraduate participants (Munro et al.,
2010; Riordan & Kreuz, 2008).
Crowdsourcing provides the benefits of convenience, affordability, and the
potential for large corpus studies (Munro et al., 2010). Instead of waiting for participants
in a laboratory who may or may not appear, crowdsourcing allows for immediate
participation on a first come, first served basis. In addition, results are made available in a
spreadsheet for easy analysis instead of tedious entry that may involve errors.
Crowdsourcing allows for affordable payment, in that the collector pays what they can
afford in order to gain participants. There is an inverse relationship between amount paid
and time to gather total participants. The more participants are paid, the faster data are
collected.
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Amazon‘s Mechanical Turk is a crowdsourcing site that pairs workers with
requesters. Requesters develop Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) and pay workers to
complete them. Workers can be anyone using computer with Internet access, but can also
be restricted by gender, age, location, and performance rating. Requesters may limit
workers to high ratings to ensure quality results from HITs. Workers may choose hits
based on topic, price, and estimated time. In order to achieve a higher rate of pay,
workers attempt to do many HITs in a short amount of time. This would make shorter
time estimations and higher pay rates more desirable. After a HIT is completed, a
requester will pay the worker when satisfied and rate the worker on the quality of the
work completed.
The following sections will report the results of a pilot experiment, and the results
of three experiments. First, a pilot study of different types of Web sites will determine the
top rated sites of irony, sarcasm and credibility. The top two types of sites of irony and
credibility will be used in the second and third experiments. In the second experiment,
four examples of each type of site were rated to replicate the trend from the pilot
experiment. Finally, a third experiment explored the relationship between irony and
credibility through manipulation of Internet Web sites.
All participants were debriefed with a statement of the experiment‘s general
intent. Participants were told that they had been participating in a psychological research
study in order to learn more about the perception of language on different web sites. If
participants had any follow-up questions, they were instructed to email,
cjgodwin@memphis.edu.
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Pilot Study
Method
A pilot study was conducted to determine the relation between irony, sarcasm,
and credibility on the Web. There is no previous research that examines these concepts
together. Currently, research provides general inferences about the relationship between
irony, sarcasm and credibility (Kearney et al., 2002). As previously stated, there is some
research that explores the relationship of teacher credibility and sarcasm, but it has never
been formally manipulated in a controlled experiment. The pilot study also established
the perceptions of different types of Web sites. This experiment provided comparable
ratings of different types of sites, such as the credibility of government Web sites versus
Microblogs sites.
This study was approved for IRB exemption, for participants over the age of 18
recruited through Amazon‘s Mechanical Turk. The purpose of this study was described
as an attempt to understand different language interpretations in electronic mediums
through responses to statements in survey format. The use of Amazon‘s Mechanical Turk
automatically denoted the participant is willing and over the age of 18.
Participants
Fifty participants were recruited in two groups using Amazon‘s Mechanical Turk.
Data collection took place one week apart. Group One consisted of 7 males, 16 females,
and 2 unknown genders. These participants had a mean age of 29.4 (SD = 9.4). One week
later, Group Two consisted of 6 males and 19 females. These participants had a mean age
of 27.4 (SD = 6.1). No other demographic information was collected; however
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Mechanical Turk limited participants to the United States. The ages of the two groups
was not different, t (46) = 1.20, ns.
Participants were compensated $0.75. The questionnaires administered to Group
1 and Group 2 were reversed ordered in order to account for order and fatigue effects.
Participants in Group 1 completed the survey in an average of 12 minutes, for an
effective hourly rate of $3.49. Participants in Group 2 completed the survey in an average
of 11 minutes, for an effective hourly rate of $4.02. All participants responded within 12
hours of first posting.
Materials
Participants were asked to evaluate 15 Web site title banners online. Subjects
were presented with a Web banner and asked to evaluate it on 12 characteristics. This
order repeated for each of the 15 banners. Web site banners included: personal and
academic email, instant message, news, movie review, sales, government, educational,
organizational, forum, blog, unverified and protected Wikipedia, twitter, and listserv
email. Participants could see the top two inches of a given Web page, enough for the
name and any salient identifying design (see Appendices A and B). The instant message
banner did not match the ―top two inches‖ banner rule; this banner was vertical rather
than horizontal to include important identifying information.
Procedure
Participants were asked to evaluate each banner on 12 possible characteristics. For
example, ―how ironic is this type of Web site?‖ The evaluation scale was a 7-point Likert
scale, with labeled endpoints, but not individually numbered. The six characteristics of
interest were irony, sarcasm, humor, credibility, reliableness, and trustworthiness; the
16

remaining six were distractors: familiarity, frequency, interesting, popularity,
strangeness, and unpredictableness. The 12 scales were provided in three different
orders, to account for reactivity. To see examples of education and government banners
with questions and evaluation scales, see Appendix A.
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Table 1
Pilot Study t-scores, by Type of Site

Education
t-score

p-value

Government
t-score

p-value

Microblogs sites
t-score

p-value

Blog
t-score

p-value

Ironic

0.80

0.43

1.30

0.20

0.27

0.78

3.06

0.01*

Sarcastic

0.13

0.90

0.77

0.44

0.72

0.48

0.84

0.41

Humorous

0.29

0.77

0.76

0.45

1.21

0.23

1.30

0.20

Credible

0.16

0.88

1.04

0.30

0.24

0.81

0.85

0.40

Trustworthy

0.70

0.49

1.41

0.17

0.54

0.59

1.02

0.31

Reliable

1.19

0.24

0.97

0.33

0.02

0.99

1.16

0.25

Familiar

1.15

0.26

0.98

0.33

0.34

0.73

2.05

0.05

Often

1.51

0.14

1.40

0.17

0.96

0.34

0.43

0.67

Popular

3.02

0.01*

1.77

0.08

1.18

0.24

2.12

0.04

Interesting

0.93

0.35

1.87

0.07

0.54

0.59

0.56

0.58

Strange

1.06

0.29

0.51

0.62

1.11

0.27

0.89

0.38

Unpredictable

0.57

0.57

1.25

0.22

0.07

0.94

1.31

0.20
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Results
Two-tailed t-tests were conducted between groups of identical banners; see Table
1. The ironic evaluations of a government banner between Group 1 and Group 2 were
directly compared, t (48) = 1.3, ns. There were 180 possible comparisons, 12 evaluations
x 15 banners. An alpha level of .05 was divided by the number of tests, 180, for a
Bonferroni alpha of .0003 to measure significance. Using Bonferroni alpha, there was no
significant difference between Group 1 and Group 2 except for the unpredictability of
news sites. Therefore, Group 1 and Two‘s evaluations were collapsed. For the purpose of
this experiment, only government, education, microblogs sites, and blog evaluations were
considered. When the maximums and the minimums were compared, a trend appeared. In
Table 2, the government site had low evaluations for irony, sarcasm, and humor, while
microblogs sites‘ evaluations were higher. The opposite was true for credibility,
trustworthiness, and reliableness. This indicated a negative relationship between the two
types of variables: irony and credibility.
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Table 2
Pilot Study Means (SD in parentheses) by Site
Education

Government

Microblogs sites

Blog

Ironic

1.38(.88)

1.20 (.50)

2.66 (1.76)

3.86(1.55)

Sarcastic

1.46(1.07)

1.16 (.37)

2.68 (1.65)

4.48(1.68)

Humorous

1.56(.97)

1.12 (.33)

3.8 (1.38)

5.66(1.21)

Credible

6.22(.89)

6.36 (.95)

4.75 (1.62)

3.24(1.3)

Trustworthy

6.2(.81)

5.8 (1.26)

4.68 (1.63)

3.42(1.25)

Reliable

6.24 (.72)

6.12 (.93)

4.84 (1.46)

3.64(1.23)

Familiar

4.44 (2.22)

4.2 (2.14)

5.56 (1.92)

2.9(2.06)

Often

2.94(2.03)

2.6 (1.25)

4.8 (2.04)

3.08(1.98)

Popular

4.82(1.34)

3.88 (1.71)

6.56 (.67)

4.36(1.52)

Interesting

4.45(1.46)

3.72 (1.59)

5.32 (1.68)

4.72(1.51)

1.2(.54)

1.28 (.67)

2.4 (1.68)

4.12(1.62)

5.02(2.24)

5.16 (2.13)

3.92 (1.94)

2.96(1.53)

Strange
Unpredictable
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Discussion
The results indicated that perceptions of Web sites differed between types of sites. Web
sites were collapsed into dimensions. In other words, the evaluations for irony included all Web
sites; how ironic is a government site, how ironic is a blog, and so on. Table 3 shows the
dimension correlations. As suggested by the maximums and minimums, there is a negative
correlation between irony and sarcasm, when compared to credibility, trustworthiness, and
reliableness. Irony and sarcasm are correlated, r(49) = .61, (p < .01), while negatively correlated
with credibility, r(49) = -.28, (p < .01); r(49) = -.36, (p < .01) respectively. These correlations
indicated that there is a relationship between irony, sarcasm, and credibility. The directionality
suggests that as a statement increases in irony or sarcasm, the credibility will decrease. A
statement that is very ironic will have low credibility. The reverse is also true; if a statement is
very credible, it is not expected to be ironic or sarcastic.
Since the main topics of this study were irony and Web sites, all subsequent experiments
included an adapted Pew Research Center Internet survey and the Sarcasm Self-Report Scale, see
Appendices C and D (Ivanko & Pexman, 2004; Pew Research Center, 2011). However the term
sarcasm was replaced with irony, as this study incorporated irony as the overarching principle.
The irony survey was scored on a seven point Likehart scale with labeled endpoints, but not
individually numbered. An average was taken of the eight questions to achieve an irony score.
The Pew Research Center Internet survey was scored in two forms. Since most of the survey is a
simple yes or no response, participants received one point for every question they answered
―yes.‖ Additionally, participants received a graduated score based on frequency of Internet use.
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Table 3
Pilot Study Correlations by Dimension
1
1. Irony

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

-

2. Sarcasm

0.61**

-

3. Humor

0.54**

0.62**

-

4. Credibility

-0.28**

-0.36**

-0.26**

-

5. Trust

-0.23**

-0.33**

-0.22**

0.8**

-

6. Reliability

-0.24**

-0.33**

-0.19**

0.81**

0.82**

-

7. Familiarity

-0.04

-0.09*

-0.01

0.34**

0.37**

0.39**

-

8. Often

-0.01

-0.04

0.08*

0.31**

0.36**

0.38**

0.74**

-

9. Popular

0.03

0.01

0.09*

0.3**

0.35**

0.4**

0.65**

0.64**

-

10. Interest

0.12**

0.17**

0.3**

0.26**

0.32**

0.35**

0.5**

0.62**

0.53**

-

11. Strange

0.48**

0.5**

0.42**

-0.45**

-0.42**

-0.42**

-0.27**

-0.18**

-0.22**

-0.1**

-

12. Unpredictable

-0.11**

-0.15**

-0.12**

0.31**

0.34**

0.35**

0.16**

0.13**

0.13**

0.07

-0.23**

* p < .05.
** p < .01.
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For frequency of use, participants received 2 points if they used the Internet more
than once a day, and 1 point for any other answer. For the current Internet duration during
the time of the experiment, participants received 4 points if they had been online for more
than 3 hours, 3 points for 1 to 3 hours, 2 points for 30-60 minutes, and 1 point for less
than 30 minutes. The combination of yes answers, frequency of use, and duration created
a Pew score. These measures provide additional measurements to ensure that the groups
were similar. These were included to assess individual differences in Internet and irony
use. The order of each survey will be the Pew Research Center Internet survey, then the
task survey, and finally the Irony Self-Report Scale. Participants are instructed to take the
survey in the order provided and not skip ahead.
Experiment 1
Participants
Twenty-five participants were recruited using Amazon‘s Mechanical Turk in two
groups. Participants were limited to the United States, and age and gender demographic
information were collected. Participants were compensated $0.75 for participation in this
study, which took an average of 17 minutes, for an effective hourly rate of $2.51. The
survey was completed in two groups using two different randomly generated orders of
the survey to account for order effects and fatigue.
Procedure
In Experiment 1, only the Web banners, or top two inches of each Web site, were
shown, identical to the pilot research with the target Web sites. Participants rated 16 Web
sites on 10 dimensions. There were three target dimensions (irony, sarcasm, and
credibility) among seven distractors. These distractors were humor, trustworthy,
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reliableness, familiarity, frequency, strangeness, and unpredictableness. The dimensions
of popularity, believability, and interestingness were removed in this and subsequent
experiment because of lack of difference across any type of Web site. The 16 Web sites
consisted of four types: government, education, microblogs sites, and blogs. These Web
sites had the highest perceived credibility and lowest irony and sarcasm (government and
education) and the lowest perceived credibility and highest irony and sarcasm
(microblogs sites and blog) in the pilot study. The participants saw a screen capture of a
Web site and were asked to provide a rating on a seven point Likert scale, with labeled
endpoints, but not individually numbered. These scales were provided in four different
random orders to account for any order effects. Participants were asked to indicate what
type of site they were viewing by choosing between government, education, blog, and
Twitter-type.
The term Twitter-type was used on this experiment in place of microblog, because
it was doubtful that the general population taking this survey was familiar with the
previous term. Experiment 1 had to be rerun on Amazon‘s Mechanical Turk. The first
time, there was general confusion between microblog and blog. Participants correctly
identified blogs 93 % of the time in the first run, and 95 % in the second run. Participants
correctly identified microblogs 60 % of the time in the first run, and correctly identified
Twitter-type feed 73 % of the time in the second run. Because there was less confusion
with the term Twitter-type feed, it was substituted for Microblog.
Government and education sites were each randomly chosen from a list of
government agencies and universities. The government sites include: www.atf.gov,
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www.indianaffairs.gov, www.flu.gov, and www.cdc.gov. The education sites include:
www.astate.edu, www.stanford.edu, www.iu.edu, and maui.hawaii.edu.
While Government and education sites are straightforward, microblogs and blog
sites require some explanation. There are four types of microblog sites that were utilized
in this experiment: Twitter (www.Twitter.com), Favstar (www.favstar.fm), Ruminations
(www.ruminations.com), and textsfromlastnight (TFLN, www.textsfromlastnight.com).
On Twitter.com, anyone who wishes to make a statement in 140 characters or less only
has to create an account. Twitter users can subscribe or follow other users, and be
updated with their statements immediately. Users are able to indicate their favorite
tweets, users, and can see trending topics. Favstar reposts ―tweets‖ from Twitter
according to popularity. Instead of spending an extended amount of time searching for
entertaining tweets, favstar puts them all in one place. Similarly, Ruminations is a site
that lets users post a statement in 250 characters or less. These users also state what they
are thinking in a self-proclaimed ―Twitter meets Seinfeld.‖ Users are encouraged to post
―short, funny, original observation or anecdote‖ (Ruminations, Inc., 2010). Users vote on
their favorite posts, by indicating if the post is ―gourmet.‖ Ruminations posts the top 70
posts in four time increments: 48 hours, 7 days, 30 days, and all-time. Depending on a
statement‘s gourmet level, one statement can appear on several different time boards.
TFLN submissions are also rated, by good night or bad night, and can be sorted by area
code. The premise is that users forward texts to TFLN for review, so that their text may
appear on the Web site. TFLN is the only site that must first be reviewed by the Web site
itself, and not the users. In contrast to the other three sites, TFLN often involves texts
about encounters that involve alcohol, drugs, or sex that result in a text message.
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Blogs generally restate news and opinions in a diary format that is available to the
general public that can be created by anyone (Johnson & Kaye, 2004). These bloggers are
not required to be loyal to any one corporation, idea, or even standard. Blogs are not
bound by ethical guidelines; it is a common occurrence to repost a news story, and then
comment on the story with any sort of derogatory remarks. The blogger is saying what
the reader is thinking. Because these types of blogs are being sought out, blogs are now a
prevalent influence on the internet. Blogs are judged only by peer review; therefore blogs
specifically cater to the reader‘s wants and desires (Johnson & Kaye, 2004).
Blogs are a means of relating personal information (Nardi, 2004). In this study,
personal blogs were required to not have any organizational affiliation, for the author
write about their personal life on a regular basis, and to include a personal Web banner.
These blogs are a personal diary that is open to the public and their comments (Nardi,
2004). The Web addresses for the included blogs are: www.misadventureswithandi.com,
iamjennyholic.blogspot.com, cofferette.blogspot.com, and
ryanericsongcanlas.wordpress.com.
Previous research has demonstrated certain criteria that will in fact produce a
credible blog. Johnson and Kaye (2008; 2004) found that political and news blogs are
rated moderately credible by those who use blogs frequently. In this research, credibility
is defined as the combination of believability, fairness, accuracy, and depth. These blogs
may be rated as credible because they are independent, biased news sources that the user
sought out. The creator does not serve a corporation, and has no hidden agenda (Johnson
& Kaye, 2008). The more a user seeks a blog, the more the user will rate the blog as
credible (Johnson & Kaye, 2004). However, blogs that are viewed for their entertainment
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value, such as personal blogs, are less likely to be rated as credible (Johnson & Kaye,
2008).
Results
Only the dimensions of irony, sarcasm, and credibility were important for the
purposes of this experiment; the remaining seven dimensions were distractors in order to
disguise the true nature of the experiment. As seen in Table 4 , Education and
Government sites had higher ratings of credibility than blogs and microblogs, t (398) =
14.6, p < .01. The reverse was also true, blogs and microblogs had higher ratings of irony
(t (395) = 13.71, p < .01) and sarcasm (t (398) = 14.6, p < .01) than education or
government sites.

Table 4
Experiment 1 Means (SD in Parentheses) by Site
Blog

Microblog

Education

Government

Credibility

3.29 (1.03)

3.21 (1.16)

6.52 (0.68)

6.28 (0.93)

Irony

3.78 (1.31)

3.30 (1.32)

1.18 (0.61)

1.23 (0.65)

Sarcasm

4.31 (0.91)

4.08 (0.91)

1.17 (0.67)

1.25 (0.75)

Discussion
The results of this experiment replicated the pilot research on a larger scale. It was
expected that Web sites of like categories will function in similar manners. For example,
the irony and sarcasm ratings of microblogs and blogs are correlated. The credibility of
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blog and microblogs are correlated, demonstrating that blogs and microblogs function
similarly. The same is true for education and government sites. Education and
government sites have high ratings of credibility and low ratings of irony and sarcasm.
The reverse is true for blogs and microblogs, where they have low ratings of credibility
and high ratings of irony sarcasm.
Experiment 2
Participants
Participants were recruited in two groups of 15 using Amazon‘s Mechanical Turk.
Participants were limited to the United States. Group 1 included eight females and seven
males with an average age of 35 years. Group 2 included seven females and eight males
with an average age of 36 years. Participants were compensated $0.50 for participation in
this study, which took 8 minutes in Group 1 and five minutes in Group 2 for an effective
hourly rate of $3.35 and $5.73 respectively. Participants were run in two groups using
two different random orders of the survey to account for order effects and fatigue.
Procedure
This experiment determined if the statements provided represent ironic and literal
statements, see Appendix E. Participants saw two literal statements and two ironic
statements from each category that were either adapted from previous research or from
the Web site itself. Participants did not see the same statement twice, in the literal and
ironic form. Participants rated each statement on its degree of irony. The evaluation scale
was a 6-point Likert scale, with labeled endpoints of not ironic and very ironic, but not
individually numbered.
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Results
An independent samples t-test showed that the literal statements (M = 2.21)
differed significantly from the ironic statements (M = 4.28), t (477) = 14.25, p < .01.
Means and standard deviations are provided in Table 5, where a direct comparison
demonstrates the clear differences between ironic and literal statements. Because the
ironic statements were identified as significantly more ironic, they could be used in the
final experiment.
Discussion
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to make sure that the ironic statements provided
are more ironic than literal statements. Since these statements function in the manner that
they are supposed to, it was possible to move on to Experiment 3 which combined the
first two experiments.
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Table 5
Experiment 2 Means (SD in Parentheses) by Site
Ironic

Literal

Blog1

4.33(1.76) 2.13(1.46)

Blog2

4.87(1.19) 2.00(1.56)

Blog3

4.87(1.25) 2.20(1.21)

Blog4

5.20(1.15) 1.53(0.74)

Microblog1

4.33(1.88) 2.80(1.47)

Microblog2

3.07(1.58) 2.60(1.50)

Microblog3

5.20(0.68) 2.40(1.64)

Microblog4

5.00(0.93) 2.40(1.76)

Education1

4.40(2.30) 1.67(1.05)

Education2

5.20(0.94) 1.57(1.16)

Education3

3.60(1.80) 2.00(1.36)

Education4

2.47(1.30) 2.07(1.44)

Government1 4.47(1.77) 1.67(1.18)
Government2 4.47(1.73) 1.20(0.56)
Government3 3.60(1.72) 4.60(1.30)
Government4 3.47(1.68) 2.47(1.60)
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Experiment 3
Participants
Sixty participants were recruited in two groups using Amazon‘s Mechanical Turk,
limited to the United States. Participants were compensated $0.75, which took an average
of 21 minutes for Group 1 and 18 minutes for Group 2 for an effective hourly rate of
$2.12 and $2.45 respectively. Participants were run in two groups using two different
random orders of the survey to account for order effects and fatigue.
Procedure
The key difference in Experiments 1 and 3 was the screen captures of Web sites.
In Experiment 3, a full Web page was provided for each participant to rate, see Appendix
F. The 16 Web sites included 4 from each category: government, education, blog, and
microblogs sites. These Web sites included a statement that appeared to be derived
directly from the site itself, but it was actually manipulated to represent a literal or ironic
statement. For example, the literal manipulation may have shown ―what beautiful
weather!‖ on Hawaii Pacific University‘s Web site. The exact same Web site may have
shown ―what terrible weather!‖ according to the ironic manipulation. The participant saw
two literal and two ironic statements from each category, as shown in Table 6. The
statements differed between groups, in that the two groups will not see the same
statement on the same Web site. There were four literal and four ironic versions of each
Web site.
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Table 6
Example of Ironic and Literal Representation in Experiment 3.
Group 1

Group 2

Twitter

Literal

Ironic

Ruminations

Literal

Ironic

Favstar

Ironic

Literal

Textsfromlastnight

Ironic

Literal

Results
Groups 1 and 2 did not differ in credibility, t (931) = .14, ns, irony t (925) = .23,
ns, or sarcasm t (929) = .11, ns. Two-tailed t-tests were conducted between identical Web
sites. For example, the literal version of the CDC Web site was compared to the ironic
version. This process was repeated for all 16 sites. Only the dimensions of irony,
sarcasm, and credibility are important for the purposes of this experiment; the remaining
seven dimensions are distractors in order to disguise the true nature of the experiment.
Table 7 shows the differences between the literal and ironic version of each Web site
through independent samples t-tests. Participants provided irony scores of the literal
versions of websites with a mean of 2.49 and the ironic version with a mean of 3.42.
There is a clear difference in the judgment of irony (t (950) = 7.29, p < .01). Participants
also provided sarcasm scores of the literal versions of websites with a mean of 2.55 and
the ironic version with a mean of 3.63, sarcasm (t (953) = 8.17, p < .01). The mean
credibility scores were 4.46 for literal versions and 4.20 for the ironic versions, (t (953) =
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2.01, p < .05). There is a positive trend for all three when moving from literal to irony in
the ironic and sarcastic dimension, and a negative trend when moving from literal to
irony in the credibility dimension.
Post hoc analysis using a Tukey HSD test demonstrates that credibility was only
affected in government (MLiteral = 6.03, MIronic = 5.03, p < .01) and education (MLiteral =
5.80, MIronic = 5.12, p = .032) sites, and not blog (MLiteral = 2.88, MIronic = 3.13, p = .947)
and microblog (MLiteral = 3.16, MIronic = 3.51, p = .711) sites. Therefore, the manipulation
was effective, but only changed the perceptions of government and education sites.
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Table 7
t-scores of Each Web Site in the Target Dimensions in Experiment 3
Credibility
t-value

Sig.

Irony

Sarcasm

t-value

Sig.

t-value

Sig.

Blog1

2.12

0.04*

1.84

0.07

3.14

0.01*

Blog2

1.06

0.30

1.64

0.11

4.51

0.01*

Blog3

1.04

0.30

2.05

0.04*

3.23

0.01*

Blog4

0.17

0.86

2.04

0.05*

2.80

0.01*

Education1

0.51

0.61

0.15

0.88

0.40

0.69

Education2

2.09

0.04*

1.99

0.05*

1.65

0.11

Education3

2.15

0.04*

2.42

0.02*

2.55

0.01*

Education4

1.28

0.21

2.80

0.01*

2.66

0.01*

Government1

1.52

0.14

3.51

0.01*

3.77

0.01*

Government2

0.91

0.37

0.65

0.52

1.32

0.20

Government3

2.79

0.01*

2.27

0.03*

2.79

0.01*

Government4

3.70

0.01*

3.53

0.01*

3.66

0.01*

Microblog1

0.73

0.47

1.81

0.08

2.29

0.03*

Microblog2

0.62

0.54

2.54

0.01*

3.19

0.01*

Microblog3

0.41

0.68

0.50

0.62

0.99

0.32

Microblog4

0.56

0.58

2.81

0.01*

3.84

0.01*
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Pew Research Center Internet Survey and Irony Self Report Scale.
The Pew Research Center Internety Survey and Irony Self-Report Scale were
used as scores of individual differences. In this research, Internet use was slightly higher
when compared to the data provided by Pew Research Center. This may be explained by
the nature of Amazon‘s Mechanical Turk. Users of Mechanical Turk may use the Internet
more than the average individual.The participants in this research did not seem to differ
from Ivanko and Pexman‘s composite score according to the Irony Self-Report Scale
composite score.
Median splits of the Pew Research Center Internet survey and Irony Self-Report
Scale were compute. By using a median split, it can be seen whether participants with
higher Internet use or higher irony scores would percieve the Web pages differently.
First, using a median split of Internet use, a low group with scores ranging from 6-19 and
a higher group with scores from 20-24 were created. Three t-tests were performed
between high and low groups: credibility t (955) = .50, ns, irony t (949) = .13, ns, and
sarcasm t (953) = .60, ns. Next, a median split of irony scores was used, with a low group
with scores ranging from 1-3.75 and a high group with scores from 3.88-6.75. Three ttests were performed between high and low groups: credibility t (955) = 1.44, ns, irony t
(949) = .57, ns, and sarcasm t (953) = .80, ns.
Discussion
It was hypothesized that the introduction of an ironic or literal statement would
change the credibility dimension of that particular Web site. As shown in Figure 1, Web
sites such as blogs and microblogs sites have high irony and sarcasm ratings, but low
credibility ratings. It was hypothesized injection of a literal statement should decrease the
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irony and sarcasm ratings, while an ironic statement should have no effect. Conversely,
the introduction of an ironic statement on a government or education site should decrease
the credibility. A literal statement on these sites with high credibility ratings should have
no effect. In other words, these statements that do not fit the original perception of the
target Web site should negatively affect that site‘s highest rating.

Figure 1. Expected Credibility and Irony Interactions

General Discussion
The results do not provide support for Utsumi‘s implicit display theory (2000). It
was demonstrated that the ironic environment was not essential for the success of an
ironic statement. As demonstrated in Experiment 1, government and education sites had
low ratings of irony and sarcasm. However, nonliteral statements were still recognized as
either ironic or sarcastic when the Web site was manipulated to include them. Therefore,
the environment was not a critical component in the recognition of verbal irony. When a
literal statement is incorporated in Web sites that are not known for their use of literal
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statements, such as microblogs sites and blogs, only the rating of irony or sarcasm
changed. In other words, participants can follow whether not a microblog site or blog
incorporates the use of irony, as expected. Although it was stated previously by Utsumi
(2000) that that irony does not translate across settings, it has been demonstrated here that
it is possible. In addition, the environment does not have to be identified as ironic before
the user can ascertain if the statement is ironic or not. Therefore, the environment is not
essential to the successful communication of irony. The user must recognize only
recognize the message or statement is ironic in order to successfully communicate irony.
When these nonliteral statements are identified, the credibility of the site may be
affected as based by its general reputation. A government or educational that site is
negatively affected by the incorporation of irony. As stated previously, the reader
recognizes the irony, but then judges the site as less credible compared to the original
score. Irony or sarcasm damages the credibility of government and education Web sites.
In contrast, the credibility of a blog or microblog will always be low. If a blog or
microblog only uses literal statements, the credibility will not increase. This infers that
credibility can be easily damaged, but not easily repaired when using nonliteral speech
such as irony or sarcasm. When used in an inappropriate context, the use of figurative
language can have negative effects.
There are several situations in which the credibility of a Web site might not have
been affected by the manipulations proposed in this study. Web sites that originally have
low credibility may not be affected by the influence of irony and sarcasm. In other words,
a floor effect may have been found. Web sites with low perceived credibility might
additionally lower ratings of credibility. It was hypothesized that the phenomenon may
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occur with microblogs sites or blog sites that are perceived to have low credibility ratings
based on the pilot research. However, the use of literal statements did not increase the
credibility of these sites.
Gibbs and Colston (2001) reported that the miscommunication from the use of
irony can distance the speaker from the listener, or in this case the website from the user.
These negative perceptions may damage relationships, such as the perception of
credibility on a Web site. There is an important distinction between Gibbs and Colston
and the present research. Gibbs and Colston reported that the miscommunication
stemming from unperceived irony may damage relationships. In this research, it is
demonstrated that irony is perceived and the perception is still negatively affected. This
suggests that using irony in an inappropriate situation can negatively impact reputation,
even without miscommunication.
Limitations
A possible limitation in this study includes the wording in the survey itself.
During the pilot study, participants were asked their opinion on ―this type of site.‖ In
subsequent experiments, the wording did not change. During Experiment 3, participants
may have noted and scored for the ironic statement. However, participants may have
scored credibility as ―this type of sites‖ by inferring that most of the time, this type of site
does not involve irony and is very/not very credible. A larger difference may have been
achieved.
There is a final anomaly that is not yet explored; Web sites that are both credible
and ironic. These sites could include The Onion or The Daily Show. However, these sites
were not included and therefore their perceived irony, sarcasm, and credibility are
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unknown. Therefore, it is difficult to make predictions about the credibility and irony
relationship on these types of sites. Because these sites are intended to be ironic, literal
statements might also be perceived as ironic.
Future Research
This research provides a starting point for several interesting topics of future
research. The interaction of perceived irony with negative impacts of credibility may be
further studied on Web sites and offline. There is some preliminary research with
teachers and negative impacts of sarcasm (Kearney, 2002). Teachers should have high
credibility in an education setting, and there is a negative association when employing the
use of irony. Since Kearny (2002) does not provide any data through experimental
testing, it would be beneficial to systematically study the phenomenon in a classroom. If
students do not view teachers as credible because of their use of irony, it would be
difficult to learn from them.
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Appendix A. Example of Survey (Pilot Study and Experiment 1)
1. Government

How familiar are you with this type of Web site?

not familiar

very familiar

How trustworthy is this type of Web site?

not trustworthy

very trustworthy

How ironic is this type of Web site?

not ironic

very ironic

How strange is this type of Web site?

not strange

very strange

How credible is this type of Web site?

not credible

very credible
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Appendix A, continued

How unpredictable is this type of Web site?

unpredictable

very predictable

How humorous is this type of Web site?

not humorous

very humorous

How popular is this type of Web site?

not popular

very popular

How sarcastic is this type of Web site?

not sarcastic

very sarcastic

How reliable is this type of Web site?

not reliable

very reliable

How often would you visit to this type of Web site?

not often

very often

How interesting is this type of Web site?

not interesting

very interesting
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Appendix B. Examples of Banners
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Appendix C. Pew Research Center Internet Survey

About how often do you go online from home?

a. Several times a day
b. Once a day
c. 3-5 days a week
d. 1-2 days a week
e. Every few weeks
f. Less often

How long have you been online today?

a. Less than thirty minutes
b. Between thirty and sixty minutes
c. Between 1 and 3 hours
d. Longer than 3 hours.

Here's a list of activities people do online. Please tell me whether you do each one, or
not.

A. Create or work on your own webpage.

B. Share something online that you created yourself, such as your own artwork,
photos, stories, or videos.

C. Post comments to an online news group, website, blog, or photo site.
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D. Send or read email.

Appendix C, continued

E. Get news online.

F. Do research for school or training.

G. Look for Health or medical information

H. Not including email, do research for work.

I. Look for information about a hobby or interest.

J. Go online for no particular reason, just to browse for fun.

K. Send instant messages to someone who was online at the same time.

L. Download a music file.

M. Look for information about a job.

N. Look for information about a place to live.

O. Play a game online.

P. Participate in an online auction.

Q. Hunt for a particular fact or to get an answer to a particular question.

R. Look for information about movies, books, or other leisure activities.
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Appendix D. Irony Self-Report Scale

What is the likelihood that you would use irony with someone you just met?

How ironic do you think you are?

What is the likelihood that you would use irony when insulting someone?

What is the likelihood that you would use irony with your best friend?

How ironic would your friends say you are?

What is the likelihood that you would use irony with a new colleague at work?

What is the likelihood that you would use irony while complimenting someone?

How often do you make ironic statements during daily interactions?
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Appendix E. Ironic and Literal Statements
Government, CDC, Literal
Binge drinking is a dangerous behavior for all ages.
Government, CDC, Ironic
Binge drinking is a safe behavior for all ages.
Government, Flu, Literal
Keeping hands clean is one of the best ways to prevent the spread of infection and
illness.
Government, Flu, Ironic
Keeping hands clean is one of the worst ways to prevent the spread of infection
and illness.
Government, Indian Affairs, Literal
Indian Treaties are considered to be a ―the supreme law of the land.‖
Government, Indian Affairs, Ironic
Indian Treaties are considered to be a ―mere suggestion.‖
Government, ATF, Ironic
We are ATF. A humdrum law enforcement agency in the United States
Department of

Justice.
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Appendix E, continued
Government, ATF, Literal
We are ATF. A unique law enforcement agency in the United States Department
of Justice.
Education, Maui University, Literal
We have beautiful weather year round!
Education, Maui University, Ironic
We have terrible weather year round!
Education, Stanford, Literal
The Princeton review ranked Stanford as the number one ―Dream School‖ in
2010.
Education, Stanford, Ironic
The Princeton review ranked Stanford as the worst school in 2010.
Education, Arkansas State, Literal
According to U.S. News Report, Arkansas State ranks 58th in regional colleges of
the south, with a score of 40/100.
Education, Arkansas State, Ironic
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According to U.S. News Report, Arkansas State is the best college in the world in
2011.
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Appendix E, continued
Education, Indiana University, Literal
The school‘s sports team are notorious competitors in the NCAA Division One
Big Ten Conference.
Education, Indiana University, Ironic
The school‘s sports team are unimportant competitors in the NCAA Division One
Big Ten Conference.
Blog, Speaking ,Literal
Peter said he would be promoted before me. Peter often informs me of his
opinion.
Blog, Speaking, Ironic
Peter said he would be promoted before me, Thank you Peter for informing me of
your priceless opinion.
Blog, Coffeeholic, Literal
Sam said he would pick me up, but never arrive, and never called to say why. He
is not a nice friend.
Blog, Coffeeholic, Ironic
Sam said he would pick me up, but never arrive, and never called to say why. He
is a nice friend.
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Appendix E, continued
Blog, Misadventures, Literal
Just had a boring date, we watched old reruns of cartoons. It was pretty horrible.
Blog, Misadventures, Ironic
Just had a boring date, we watched old reruns of cartoons. It was pretty exciting.
Blog, Jennyholic, Literal
My roommate just borrowed my shoes without asking, she‘s so inconsiderate.
Blog, Jennyholic, Ironic
My roommate just borrowed my shoes without asking, she‘s so considerate.
Microblogs, Twitter, Literal
Babysat energetic, enthusiastic, well behaved kids, they‘re tons of fun.
Microblogs, Twitter, Ironic
Babysat energetic, enthusiastic, well behaved kids, they‘re not much fun.
Microblogs, Ruminations, Literal
I should also get coat hooks up this weekend, if I can borrow the drill, and not
burst any pipes or anything, this will take a lot of work.
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Appendix E, continued
Microblogs, Ruminations, Ironic
I should also get coat hooks up this weekend, if I can borrow the drill, and not
burst any pipes or anything, piece of cake.
Microblogs, Textsfromlastnight, Literal
While at a party, I saw a girl standing alone holding a drink and a cd. She was
boring.
Microblogs, Textsfromlastnight, Ironic
While at a party, I saw a girl standing alone holding a drink and a cd. She is the
life of the party.
Microblogs, Favstar, Literal
While I worked my butt off, one of my coworkers spent the whole time loafing
around, he is a horrible worker.
Microblogs, Favstar, Ironic
While I worked my butt off, one of my coworkers spent the whole time loafing
around, he is a good worker.
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Appendix F. Screen Captures of Web Sites and Counterbalanced Statements.
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Appendix F, continued
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any code number that can be used to link the investigator‘s data to the source record
– medical record number or hospital admission number)? ___YES _X_NO

If you answered YES to any of the questions above, use the Initial Review Application
Form instead of this Request for Exemption.
If you answered NO to all of the questions above, continue to complete this Request for
Exemption.
Please send the appropriate completed form to the IRB, Administration 315, The
University of Memphis, Memphis, TN 38152. Please allow up to four weeks for a
response from the IRB. For electronic submission, forward application to
IRB@memphis.edu. Students must forward to adviser first for review and have adviser
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You may not start your research until you have received written notification from the
Board that your research qualifies as exempt.
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Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects
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electronic mediums, and provide their interpretations of those statements.
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This Request for Exemption form (all pages)
Copy of consent document, cover letter, or script, if applicable
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Website addresses, if applicable
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Remember that you may not start your research until you receive written notification
from the IRB confirming that your research qualifies as exempt.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects
Request for Exemption
Please check all of the following descriptions that apply to your research.
____ (1)
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include children.
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observation of public behavior for which subjects can not be identified
directly or through coded identifiers, or, if they can be identified,
release of the information would not be harmful1 to the subject. (Note:
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Please submit an Initial Review form.)
____ (3)

Survey or interview of public or elected officials. Testing of public
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____ (4)

Research involving the collection or study of existing data2,
documents, records, pathological specimens, or diagnostic specimens,
if these sources are publicly available or if the information is recorded
by the investigator in such a manner that subjects cannot be identified,
directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects. This category may
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Research and demonstration projects that are conducted by or subject
to the approval of Department or Agency heads, and which are
designed to study or evaluate public benefits or services. (e.g.
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